Konferenser/Seminarier

- **Forskarseminarium**, Linköping University - september 2012
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Identities in the European Parliament"

- **Presentation av avhandlingsplan**, Linköping University - april 2013
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Oppositional Identities in the European Parliament"

- **Konferens om marginaliseringsprocesser** – Örebro universitet – mars 2012
  "Cultural Identity as a Discursive Product: Multiple Voices Towards Discursive Construction of Lazi Identity"

- **Workshop "Den Europaparlamentariska debatten under lupp"** – Uppsala universitet – december 2012
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Oppositional Identities in the European Parliament"

Analysis of three selected speeches given in the EP by Swedish MEP:s. - Jointly with Jan Anward.

- **"I-mean" konferens om Identitet och Språk**, Bristol universitet, april 2013
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Oppositional Identities in the European Parliament"

- **ASLA-symposium 2014**
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Oppositional Identities in the European Parliament"

- **Workshop om "Organisational and Professional Discourse"**, Aalborg universitet 2014
  "Competing Narratives of Europe", "Discursive Construction of Hegemony in the European Parliament"

- **CADAAD**, Budapest, 2014
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Collective Identities in the European Parliament"

- **NorDIsCo**, Jyväskylä, 2014
  "Discursive Construction, Re-construction and Maintenance of Collective Identities in the European Parliament"

- **Högre Seminarium** - Linköpings universitet - 2015
  "Competing Constructions of Groupings in the European Parliament"

- **International Workshop om Politeness** - Linköpings universitet - Forskarskolan Språk och kultur i Europa - 8-9 juni 2015

- **Konferens ‘Political Discourse: Multidisciplinary Approaches’**, University College London - 26-27 juni 2015
  - **60% Seminar** 16 december 2015

- **Konferens "International interdisciplinary conference Discourses on and of Europe Debates and Controversies"**, ULB Brussels, 17-18 December 2015
  Competing constructions of groupings in the European Parliament